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NEW QUESTION: 1

The AP is unable to join the WLC. What switch configuration
will correct this problem?
A. interface vlan20
ip helper-address 10.10.10.10
B. ipdhcp pool vlanl
option 43 ascii '10.10.10.10'
C. ip dhcp pool vlan20
option 43 ascii '10.10.10.10'
D. ipdhcp pool vlanl
option 43 hex f1040a0a0a0a
E. ip dhcp pool vlan20
option 43 hex f1040a0a0a0a
F. interface vlanl
ip helper-address 10.10.10.10

Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Keep the following in mind when troubleshooting wireless DHCP
issues:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A CISCO collaboration engineer is troubleshooting a gateway and
gatekeeper problem and sees this output from a debug command.
Which two configurations can cause this problem? (Choose two)
A. The same gw-type-prefix is configured in two different zone
subnets IDs.
B. The same H323-ID is configured in two different gateways.
C. The same zone prefix is configured in two different
gatekeepers.
D. The same zone subnet ID is configured in two different
gatekeepers.
E. The same E164-ID is configured in two different gateways.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to set up a LUN with SCSI T10 thin provisioning.
Which ONTAP command would you use to accomplish this task?
A. Lun create -vserver svm1 -path /vol/vol1/lun1 -size 10GB
-ostype linu -space-reserve disabled -space-allocation disabled
B. Lun create -vserver svm1 -path /vol/vol1/lun1 -size 10GB
-ostype linu -space-reserve disabled -space-allocation enable
C. Lun create -vserver svm1 -path /vol/vol1/lun1 -size 10GB
-ostype linu -space-reserve enabled -space-allocation enabled
D. Lun create -vserver svm1 -path /vol/vol1/lun1 -size 10GB
-ostype linu -space-reserve enabled -space-allocation disabled
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which option describes the purpose of the command show
derived-config interface virtual-access
1?
A. It verifies that the virtual access interface is used to
create the tunnel interface.
B. It verifies that the virtual template created the tunnel
interface.

C. It verifies that the virtual access interface is of type
Ethernet.
D. It verifies that the virtual access interface is cloned
correctly with per-user attributes.
Answer: D
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